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this mass of empirical findings, teacher educationliterature (e.g., Bucher & Koenig, 1983) refers to a
“gap” between theory and application.Stallings (1982)
suggested motor learning research could help bridge
this gap, “if we continue to (1) refine our theoretical

This study investigated the generalizability of results of
contextual interference effects by extending previous laboratory
research to a field setting. Thirty female subjects (N = 30)
learned three badminton serves in either a blocked (low
interference), serial (mixed interference), or random (high

interference) practice schedule. The subjects practiced the serves
three days a week for three weeks. On the day following the
completion of practice the subjects were given a retention and
transfer test. Results replicated previous findings of contextual
interference research by showing a significant group by block
interaction between acquisition trials, retention, and transfer.
The random group performed better on both retention and
transfer than the blocked group. The significant trial block by
contextual interference interaction also supports the
generalizability of contextual interference effects, as posited by

models, (2) validate them in the practical situation,

and (3) translate them into instructional procedures
applicable to the practitioner”(p. 194).

In line with these suggestions, human behavior may
be studiedin the laboratory, butas the significance of
the treatmentdifferences are recognized, the scope of
the experiment can be enlarged to include field experimentation. Within this transition meaningfulresults can be derived despite the fewer methodological

Shea and Morgan (1979), to the teaching of motor skills.

constraints (Thomas, 1980). Speculations madeas to

the effect of various treatments on humanlearning
are tested in a setting that is as realistic as possible.
These findings give pertinent information to the researcherabout the powerful effect of context and other real world variables on the learning processes ofthe
individual. These results also present to the practitioner more translatable information than might be
derived from laboratory data.
In the experiment presentedin this paper, the call
for testing theoretical speculations in a practicalsituation was heeded. An area ofinvestigation in motor
learningthatfit nicely into this step-by-step approach
was contextual interference. ‘This phenomenonhas
replicated laboratory significanceas well as purported

Key words: contextual interference, badminton, acquisition, retention, transfer.

A common conclusion of motor learning research
stresses the possible application of the data to an educational setting (e.g., Shea & Morgan, 1979). Generalizability is indeed one of the goals of science, yet
very few studies have confirmed that experimentally
contrived results are reproducible in a “real world”
setting (Whiting, 1982). The difficulty in controlling
the multitude of variables and the inability to adequately attribute the variance to specific factors explains, in part, the absence of such studies. However,

the need for generalizability still remains, as Knapp
(1963) succinctly pointed out by concluding that much
of current motor learning findings, which are based
mainly on verbal and fine motorskills, “may not be
applicable to the activities involving the big-muscle
groups of the body”(p.i).
Generalizability of results from motorlearningresearch encompasses a wide spectrum of application
concerns. One of these application areas is instructional strategies. Variables such as knowledge ofre-

generalizable results. In addition, contextual interfer-

ence has dealt with the manipulation of practice with
the intent to improve retention and transfer. Discussions of practice, retention, and transferareall viable
concerns for the practitioner in developing effective
learning environments.
‘The conceptualization of contextual interference was
originally proposed by Battig (1966) within the realm of
verbal learning. At first he defined contextual interference as functional interference that produces improve-

sults (KR), attention, practice scheduling, and mental

ment in memory. The locus of the interference was

practice have provided datawhich textbook writers
have felt justified in generalizing to practical learning
situations(e.g., Magill, 1985; Schmidt, 1982). Despite

found “in thetaskitself and particularly in the inter-item

similarities or inconsistencies” (Battig, 1979, p. 32), Later
he broadened the concept of interference to include
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| seang the intertask context to produce contextual va-

of using the Practice advantage fou
nd for the random
§roup, practice is constructed in a way
that closely simulates a blocked presentation. Although
thereis variet
in the waya skill is taught, most of the pract
iceis dele.
gated to performing one ortwo skills at the
most. For
Instance in Rink’s (1985) sample unit plan for
volleyball
the class practiced the set and pass for thefirst
5 days
before the introduction of a new skill. On Day 1
the set
was practiced exclusively. The pass was introduc
ed on

cay (Battig, 1979). The additional processing induced

i-comextualosinterference
. leads
. to. more effective memofthe original learning situation as well as that ofa

“aster task.

.

| Contextual interference wasfirst studied in a motor

‘glparadigm by Shea and Morgan (1979). They stud-

“the motor skill acquisition of three simple movement

gems using 2 barrier knock-down task. Contextual
ety alone Was sufficient to facilitate retention and
Day 2 but only at the end of class. A similar stra
tegy is
afer performance. Subjects practiced the patterns in
followed by Harrison (1983) in a sample softball lesson
iter a blocked (low-interference).or random (highplan. In herlesson theclass practiced batting for the first
wierference)_practice schedule. ‘The blocked group. half of the session and the other half was spent playing
<qced one patternentirely before practicing the next a modified game which empha
sized batting.
semen, While the randomgroup practicedall three
Neither plan followed the advice of Shea and Mor-

‘grernsina randomfashion. This studyas well as many
“etnattime (for a reviewsee Lee & Magill, 1983; Shea
tamny, 1983) shows the decided advantage ofthe

gan (1979) concerning the advantage of random prac-

tice. Actually the plans run counterto finding of con-

textual interference effects. However, it might be ex-

pected that a teacher would not adopt such a strategy
without some evidence from data outside of a laboratory setting. Without such data the teacher would be
taking results generated from thelearning of a simple
task (knocking down small wooden barriers) and applying these findings, face value, to the learning of a
complex activity (e.g., volleyball).
If indeed contextual interference effects are gen-

adom over blocked presentation in motor skill reten-

inand transfer.

The locus of contextual variety was investigated by

leeand Magill (1983) in a series of experiments using

‘ya and Morgan’s task. In their second experiment
third group (serial) was added in which subjects
macticed the three movement patterns in a predeteraed order sequence. “Vhroughout acquisition the
abjects continued to practice in thatsame order. With
hs additional group Lee and Magill attempted to
wertan the locus of contextual variety. “Phe data
lowed closely with other contextual interference ef-

eralizable, then the teacherhasa tool for constructing

a more effective learning environment. However,

Knapp’s (1963) warning should not go unheeded. Accordingly, the purpose of this study wasto investigate

the generalizability of results from contextual interference experiments by extending the Lee and Magill

fas showing the advantage of random over blocked

netention and transfer. Of moreinterest, the serial

(1983) Experiment2 toa field setting. Specifically,the’

poup'’s scores paralleled those of the random group.

subjects were taught three badminton serves in which

lhee results seemto indicate that the primary factor
nheadvantage gained is not the predictability ofthe
macuce schedule but rather the increased spacing of
petitions in the randomand serial groups. ‘Uhe repftton effects found in learning these patterns were

_practice. orders, were blocked,random,..or. serial:
Throughout the experiment there were several manipulations in order to make the study more applicable to a practical learning situation. For instance, the

tated to an explanation of these effects proposed by

by(1978) in the verbal domain.

Aesuls ofcontextual varicty research suggest that bettrlamning afa related motor skill will occur when those
il are practiced in a random rather than a blocked —

ce sessions. AccordJatgement of trials during, practi
stically generalJP Shed and Morgan (1979) opthimi mber ofskills

tedthat, “the instructor should teac a nu
“ing each session for a number ofsessions in orderto
ve maximu retention and transfer” (p. 187), a

three serves were chosen because they represent skills
that would be taught in a badminton class (Ballou,

re1982). Also, the tests used to measure acquisition,
y
commonl
of
ons
adaptati
tention, and transfer were

used badminton skill tests. If the contextual interferof
ence phenomenon Is generalizable to the teaching
should
practice
a sport skill, then random and serial
than a
lead to superior skill retention and transfer
blocked practice order.

ah which provides a wayto bridge thegap etioner a
biceut and application. It gives the practi

Method

ctice.
method for scheduling effective pra

ng ured
beens to see if this suggestion is bei

Subjects

k at two teac er
tact ing of real-worldskills. A loo 1985) provides
k,
Rin
i nie, texts (Harrison, 1983;

handed female students
The subjects were 30 rightAll students were unpaid
at Texas Wesle yan College.
] student population. The
volunteers from the genera

use of con© of the apparent disregard of the

tead
“"ulinerference effects in teacherunit plans. Ins
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participants were notpart of an organized badminton
class and only received instruction for the serves that
were taught. In orderto control for prior experience
in racket sports, the subjects were screened as to €x-

Procedures

The students were randomly assigned to Oneof
three treatment groups; blocked, serial, and random
with each groupreceiving 108 trials for each Serve in

tended experience in badminton, raquet ball, or ten-

acquisition for a total of 324 practicetrials. Each gy},
ject performed. 18 totaltrials for retention and 1g for

nis. Any subject with such experience was eliminated
from the experiment. This step is to limit individual
differences which might confound the results (Del

transfer, with each serve performed onsix randomly

administeredtrials.

Rey, Wughalter, & Whitehurst, 1983).

Acquisition Phase. Before a subject beganthe acqui-

sition phase, the task was explained. Thesubject wa.

shown the appropriate grip for each serve and where

to stand. She then viewed a film loop(Poole, 1968)of

Task

the short and long serves, and then thetrials began,
The procedure of viewing the film loop wasrepeateq
during the first week oftesting.
Each subject practiced 3 days a week for 3 weeksin
one of the three practice conditions. Each day was
considered a session and consisted of 3 blocksof 19

The task was to learn three badminton serves—the
short, long, and drive serves. The three serves were
practiced on a regulation court with a specific target

area designated for each serve. The subjects used a
regulation racket andplastic shuttles which were supplied by the experimenter. All serves that were scored

trialsfora.totalof36 trials per session/Theblocke>

were legal according to the rules of badminton. That

grouppracticed all 36trials ofone servepersession, :

is, the shuttle had to be contacted below the waist of

the server with the racket head clearly below the hand
(Poole, 1969).

The next day they practiced asecond serve andthe /

._ third daythe remaining task. Theorderof practice

The short serve was practiced and tested using the

French Short Serve Test as a model (French & Statler,

1949). A rope was extended betweentwostandards 50
cm above the height of a standard net. In the right
service court markings were drawn 5 cm wide in the

_ formofarcs at distances of 55, 75,95, and 115 cm from
\ the midpoint of the intersection of the centerline and
‘ the short service line. The different distances were
scored 5, 4, 3, 2, and | respectively. For a serve to
receive a double score the shuttle had to travel be-

tween the rope and the net andlandin thetarget area.
Any shuttle landing on the line received the higher

score. If the shuttle landed outside the target area the
subject received a zero for thattrial. All illegal serves
and serves that hit the rope wereretrials.
A form of the Scott and Fox Long Serve Test (Scott
& French, 1959) was used for acquisition, retention,

for the three serves was counterbalanced among

group members. Asa pointofclarification, the structure of the blocked group wasslightly different than

that of Lee and Magill (1983). In their experimentall

trials of one pattern for the blocked groupwerepracticed before attemptingthe otherpatterns. The robust

nature of the learning pattern of the blocked group

should not be influenced by this manipulation forthe
nonrepetitive practice regime remains intact (Lee &

Magill, 1983). The advantageof the present blocked

group’s scheduleis that it follows more closely typr

cally suggested lesson plans for physical education

(e.g., Rink, 1985). Even thoughan entire week might
be spent on the learningofoneserve,that serve would
be practiced again before a retention test would be
given. If the original blocked group’s protocol had

been followed the subject would betested ona skill last
practiced two weeks beforethe retentiontest.
The random andserial groups attemptedall thre¢

and transfer trials for the long serve. On the same

court as previously described, an additional rope was
extended parallel to the net at a height of 2.6 m and
a distance of 4.3 m from the net. The marking and
scoring were the sameas in the shortserve test. The
target was placed at the intersection of the right singles sideline and the long service line. To receive a
double score the shuttle traveled over the appropriate

serves in one session. Theserial group practiced 3
different serve eachtrial in a predictable order. For

example, a subject would practice the short, long, 4

drive serve and then repeatthis scheduling through:
out therest of the 36 trials. The orderof presenta?
was counterbalanced among group members. The
random groupattemptedthe three serves throughou!
the 36trials. The serves were practiced ina rando®

rope and landed in the target area.

The drive serve target was placed in the right ser-

fashion with no serve attempted more than two times

vice court at the intersection of the center line and the
doublesservice line. The dimensionsand scoring were

in Succession. Both groups practiced each servé

double score the shuttle passed underthe long service

adjacent to the target area. The subject stood in! é

times per session.
The experimenter stood in the left service ¢our

the same as for the other two targets. To receive a
rope (Ballou, 1982).

right service court and practiced all serves from !
RESEARCH QUARTERLY FOR EXER
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ght court. At the end of each trial the subject was

on the last factor. The MANOVA
revealed a main

verbally given KR aboutherscore. After 12 serves the

effect for blocks, F(51,1361) = 4.01.
There were no
other significant main effects or inter
actions. Fol-

abject recovered the shuttles and after a total time of

jnin resumedtesting. Each trial lasted approximate' ./5sand began on command from the experime
nter

low-up ANOVAs showed significan
t blocks effect for
all three serves: long, F(17,34) = 4.43
; short, F(17,34)

| tothe serve to be attempted. The serves were an-

= 3.76; drive, F(17,34) = 5.99.

junced as short serve, long serve, and drive serve.
| Retention Phase. A retentiontest was given on the day
| lowing the last session and consisted ofsix trials of

Retention and Transfer Phase

| ath of the three serves. No KR was given to the

_ abject. There were 18 shuttles available. The experenter began eachtrial by calling out the serve to be

Thelast block of acquisition trials, the retentiontri

al

block, and the transfer trial blocks were analyzed using a MANOVAandfollow-up ANOVAs. The desig
n

aempted. The trials were presented in a random
ishion so that no serve was attempted twice in suciesion, the same procedure used by Lee and Magill

was a Groupx Trial Block (2 x 3) factorial MANOVA
with repeated measures onthelast factor. There was
a significant Block x Groupinteraction F(12,138) =

| 1983.

, Transfer Phase. The transfer test was given approx| imately 5 min following the retention phase (the
mount of time needed to switch the targets to the left
ideofthe court). All tests for transfer follow the same

1.98, p = .03. Follow-up ANOVAsrevealed a significant block by group interactionfor short serve F(4,54)
= 2.51, p = .0491.

| entation of trials was followed in an attempt to make

Discussion

procedures as in retention. For the transfer phase the
eneoriginated from the left court. The random pre-

lk testing more closely parallel the random use of |” The purpose of the present experiment was to ex-|

'iee serves when playing a game,since theability to /

tend the study of contextual interference effects into |

tansfer practice to a gameis one of the primary goals | a field setting;using the Lee and Magill (1983) studyas
.. “aprototype andbyso doingto
test the

generalizability

ifpractice. Also, the testing of a serve from the left

| ide of the court for transfer is directly applicable to

of contextual interference on reallife skill. The re-

ie game of badminton.

sults of this replication generally support pastlaboratory based studies. The significant interaction found |

*for retention and transfer parallel findings of Shea °

Results

{ and Morgan (1979) thatrandom practice facilitates,

_ foranalysis purposes, the accuracy scores for each

retention andtransfer. ‘Theoretically, Battig’s (1979)

‘ithe three serves were averaged across six trials
ijilding 18 acquisition blocks of practice, one reten-

predictions are upheld that the use of contextual variety (random practice) in the ordering of practice
enhances retention and transfer. From another per-_

MANOVA) with the accuracy scores of the three ©

lowed the random group to become context indepen-

on block, and one transfer block. The data were
“talyed using a multivariate analysis of variance... spective, the contextual variety from trial to trial al- ;

to a new task more success-/

dent and able to transfer
es as the dependent measures. Separate analyses.
than the blockedgroup/(Bransford, Franks,
fully
sre performed for acquisition and for retention and “ee
Morris,
& Stein,1979).
‘Itnsfer with all significance effects from the

MANOVA analyzed by follow-up ANOVAs. There-

‘non and transfer analysis includedthe last block of
‘quisition, the retention block, and the transfer
| lock. Post hoc comparisons weretested using the New-

tat-Keuls procedure. Thelevelof significanceforall
italises was set at alpha = .05. Figure 1, which rep-

‘sents the accuracy scores summed over the three

ferent serves, graphically displays the three prac-

Ie soup’s performancesfor the acquisition, reten-

The results of this experiment also support the ad-

vice of Shea and Morgan (1979) concerning how to

schedule practice for optimum retention and transfer
effects. The results very clearly show the advantage of
the random groupover the blocked group in the retention and transfer ofskills and makea positive statementto the teacher concerning the generalizability of
contextual interference effects. Since the skill in this
study was onetypically taught in physical education

to
classes, the results provide a basis for the teacher

"a,and transfer blocks.

construct an effective practice regime. Accordingly,
that inwe can have confidence in recommending
by orstructors of motor skills can enhance learning
interference
ganizing practice following contextual

Gustin Phase
ihe design for acquisition was a Group x Trial
"k(2X 18) factorial model with repeated measures

guidelines.
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Figure 1—Accuracy scores summed acrossthe three serves for acquisition, retention, and transfer of the three
contextual interference groups.

Also of importance to the teacher is the apparent
grouping of the three serves. Despite the different

to a real world setting. The general goal of practice is

ing pattern was the same,as evidencedbythesignificant block effect. The use of contextual interference
would have beenoflittle benefit to the teacherif each
serve neededto be practiced with a different schedule.
The practice scheduling effects appear to be general
and can be applied to a complete unit plan, notjust an
isolated skill.
Some ofthe differences found between the blocked
and random groupscould beattributed to the change
in context from acquisition to retention and transfer.
Previousfindings indicate that practice schedule has a
more powerful effect on learning than does changing

dition to appraise the effectiveness of practice.
While the retention and transfer effects parallel

beginning and endingscores of each serve, the learn-

the test context (Shea & Morgan, 1979). More impor-

tantly, an a priort decision was madeto structure the
test conditions for retention and transfer ina random
format to enhance generalizability. Fundamental to
this experiment wasthe ability to generalize the data

to transfer to a game. A gamesituation varies from
event to event, making random testing the best con-

previous contextual interference studies, results in the

acquisition phase fall short when comparedto previousfindings. The lack of a groupeffect or a group by

block interaction, as found by Lee and Magill (1983),

was an obvious departure from other studies (Shea &

Morgan, 1979; Del Rey, Wughalter & Whitehurst,
1982). There are several reasons for these findings,

but first it is informative to review some ofthe constraints of the present experiment. The purpose of the

study wasto replicate a laboratory experimentandyet

place the paradigm within appropriate teacher-education parameters. Such a manipulation required
compromises which weakened the chancefor acrossthe-boardstatistical replications. Two of the areas that
incorporated someof the compromises were the scor-

RESEARCH QUARTERLY FOR EXERCISE AND SporT, VoL. 57, No. 4
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"ing system used and the structure of the practice for

inthe system. If a subject did not hit the shuttle into

the serial group improved its score and
in both cases
scored higher than the blocked group.
Such scores
may indicate the practice advantage for rete
ntion and
transfer as found in the random group,
although
there is presently no apparent explanation
for the
depressed scoresfor theserial group in acquisit
ion.

ofthe trials. In Lee and Magill’s (1983) and Shea and
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